Abstract
Introduction
Partial Least Squares regression (1; 2) has been widely used in the chemometric field for the robustness of the generated model when the number of variables is large when compared to the number of samples. This led to its application to many other areas, such as process monitoring, marketing analysis and image processing (3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8) .
In this paper, we propose MKPLS, a multi-kernel based algorithm for Partial Least-Squares regression. A kernel PLS2 algorithm based on only one kernel has already been proposed in (9) , showing that the use of nonlinear modeling can improve predictive power. With MK-PLS we show that using different kernels at the training phase provides a better adaptation to the input data, resulting in not only a more compact model but also a better prediction quality.
In order to measure the performance of MKPLS, we report some experiments on data sets mainly related to NIR spectra analysis, such as wheat data for chemometrics (10) or combustible (11) . For the kernel based regression, LPLS is used, a kernel PLS formulation for the case of only one dependent variable (PLS1), that shows better numerical stability when compared to the PLS kernel algorithm in (9) .
In section 2, our multi-kernel approach is described. In section 3, the empirical results obtained with the selected data set are shown. Finally, in section 4, we summarize our findings.
MKPLS: Multi-Kernel PLS regression algorithm
The main motivation for MKPLS was the PRESS curve obtained with one kernel PLS when compared to the standard linear PLS. For example, if both curves are plotted (figure 1) for the Meat data set described in section 3.1.5, we see that one kernel PLS outperforms PLS if one uses more than 13 factors. However, the performance of one kernel PLS is really poor for the first factors. The polynomial kernel defined as 
Training step
Given two kernel functions with the corresponding kernel matrices ¢ and ¢ $ for some training data set, the MKPLS model can be constructed through the following procedure:
1. obtain the first 
Prediction step
Since the one kernel PLS prediction algorithm uses a specific kernel matrix related to the test data set, it will be also necessary to switch the kernel matrices ¢ ! and ¢ ! $ during the prediction phase. 
'
! 0 deflation for the prediction step 
Experimental results

Data Set descriptions
Wheat
The first one was taken from Kalivas (10) . We used the data set containing the NIR spectra of ! H G I G wheat samples along with specified protein and moisture content. Of the ! H G P G spectra, 70 were utilized for training (calibration) and the ' G remaining ones for testing (validation) the constructed model.
Light gas oil
As the second data set, we used the light gas oil data available at Dalhousie University (11) . For the calibration and validation matrices we used the first 70 and remaining 44 samples respectively, along with the concentrations of the four components in each sample.
Combustible
As the third data set, we used a set of 30 combustible samples for which the NIR spectra over 3632 channels have been measured. Samples were reduced to contain only 363 measures by using every tenth response. 21 samples were utilized for calibrating (70% of the set) and the remaining 9 for validating.
Corn
As the fourth data set, the NIR spectra of corn samples were used. This data set consists of 80 samples of corn measured on 3 different NIR spectrometers. As the dependent variables, the moisture, oil, protein and starch values for each of the samples were used. 
Meat
The Tecator data set was used next, (12) , where the task was to predict the fat content of a meat sample on the basis of its near infrared absorbance spectrum. As suggested by the author, the first 172 samples were used for training while the following 43 for testing purposes.
Experiment results
To compare the PRESS of the model produced by MKPLS with PLS and LPLS, two key characteristics are observed:
1. model complexity;
2. prediction quality.
The number of required factors to achieve a sufficiently small prediction error is our modeling complexity measure. This is obtained by comparing the PRESS curves for either the first 10 or 15 factors. The minimum PRESS value is our prediction quality measure. For each region just described, the minimum of each curve is compared. Also the percentage of times that MKPLS performed equally or better is calculated since re-sampling is done 20 times. For each data set, the following parameters are used: For all data sets, the identity kernel yielding the
was used. Polynomial, Gaussian or both kernels were used for ¢ $ for all experiments. To illustrate the overall behavior of the MKPLS performance, the PRESS values of the three models are plotted for some data sets. As we can see in figures 5 and 6 the MKPLS modeling benefits from both PLS and LPLS modeling. The poor performance of the non-linear model for the first factors is eliminated, and the good predictive quality at higher factors is maintained. Table 2 shows the results for all data sets regarding the first factors, whereas table 3 shows the performance of MKPLS over the two other models considering up to 30 factors. In both tables MKPLS over PLS 
The same applies to MKPLS over LPLS. Table 4 reports for each data set the kernel function used for the non-linear modeling, the amount of factors observed to evaluate the model complexity and the number of factors used with the identity kernel.
The same non-linear kernel function along with its parameters used for LPLS modeling, were also used for MKPLS. On some data sets like Combustible, the MKPLS modeling not only benefits from both PLS and LPLS modeling, but results on table 3 show that the use of linear modeling for the first factors improve the quality of the non-linear on the remaining ones. Other data sets like Meat eliminate the poor performance of LPLS for the first factors, 
